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Order the best
Indian cuisine
online

L

ike most bachelors I love the convenience of the online fast foods to
order, and receive my dinner at the door without accumulating a
sink full of dishes or spending countless hours in the kitchen
cooking for one. Unfortunately though, it is regretful that up until now my
choices have been limited to pizza, pizza or pizza. Now a healthier option
has been introduced into the ‘order online’ market with the inception of
Coriander’s Indian Restaurants in Hanmer, Kaikoura, Edgeware and
Rolleston`s entry in to the competitive online arena. Now we have the
luxury of restaurant standard fare at reasonable prices.

The stand out
difference between
mainstream online
ordering and
Coriander’s is the
personal experience
of dealing with a
locally owned
business that prides
itself on service
which is reflected in
house as well as
online.

Coriander’s have succeeded in the delivery of
their extensive menu for some time via his
restaurants, and owner Amardeep Singh saw
online technology as a natural progression as a
result of the growth across all his restaurants.
Coriander’s offer a user-friendly interface that
has been ergonomically designed to ease new
customers, and many regulars, in to a discovery
of some of the finest Indian creations on their
menu along with a pick up or delivery option.
There are more than 60 choices over the menu
range from the starters to the lamb dishes,
chicken, vegetable and sides. The investment
options are more than reasonable with starters
coming in for less than $6.50 for a Vegetable
Pakora, a selection of mixed vegetables, dipped
in a spiced chickpea batter. A great range of
mains from $17, including Lamb Vindaloo,
diced lamb chunks cooked with freshly ground
spices, vinegar, capsicum and herbs. And the all
time favourite hot dish, Mushroom Do Payaza,
mushroom and seasonable vegetables cooked
with chunks of onion and tomato topped with
ginger, garlic and fresh coriander and spices.
T h e s t a n d o u t d i f f e re n c e b e t w e e n
mainstream online ordering currently available
to the masses and Coriander’s is the personal
experience of dealing with a locally owned
business that prides itself on service which is
reflected in house as well as online. Coriander’s
now boasts a top ten percent rating within the
local online restaurant review sites for Indian
cuisine.
From small beginnings on Edgeware Road,
Amardeep Singh has created a legacy of success
within the Indian restaurant market, and the
introduction of the online ordering capabilities
along with pickup and deliveries, plus four
successful restaurants earns him the privilege as
a top-ranking contender in the hospitality
circuit.
The initial roll out of the on-line service starts
with Edgeware Road and will progress across
the branches over the month.
Coriander’s Restaurant on the main drag out
of Kaikoura will become a hotspot this summer
with many Cantabrians passing through to
favoured camping spots. Having located
themselves outside of the main shopping
precinct, parking will not be an issue during
busy periods.
For more information visit
www.corianders.co.nz.

